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  I absolutely

 Love coaching

I love coaching.

I have been on my travels again recently. It is amazing to see how much

talent we have in the Eastern Cape. 

Golf is popular again with all ages coming back to the game. They are all

looking for the secret playing more consistent golf. 

The key is the basics.

Good grip – Soft enough to square up the face.

Good posture – So that you can turn better.

Once you know how the club works, let it flow into the beautiful finish. Let

the clubs do all of the work for you. How you practice, is how you play. Let's

get on the range and get our games in shape for summer.

We can fix anything. Putting, Chipping, Irons, Driving. Give us a chance so

that you can enjoy your games.

I want improvementI want improvement
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  The rarest achievement in golf!

 Hole-in-One Challenge

Luck versus skill? There is no set recipe for achieving a hole-in-one. But it's

worth giving it your best shot. Join us under the floodlights this Friday, 29

October from 17:30 to 19:00 for our Hole-in-One Challenge. This is your

chance to score and ace and WIN the pot, which is currently sitting on a

whopping R12 325.

R50 gets you 25 tries at a hole-in-one, and the pot goes up R25 with each

player. Your moment of glory awaits. Be sure to join in the fun!

I'll be thereI'll be there
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  Practice with purpose

 A round on the range
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During any round of golf you’re going to face a variety of challenges that

require different clubs. So it’s a good idea to occasionally practise as though

you were playing a round.

 

 

Play a round on the range

Start with a driver as your ‘tee shot’, then move onto an iron for the

‘approach’ and finally a wedge. Change the number iron with each cycle

and remember to include your fairway woods too.

 

 

When playing a round on the range, make sure you play

every shot as you’d play it during a round. That means

including your pre-shot routine.

 

  Practice makes permanent
Make sure you’re working on the right things in practice.

Let's talk practiceLet's talk practice

 Launch your long game
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  Launch your long game

Whether you’re playing from the fairway or the rough, the new Cleveland

Launcher XL HALO Hybrid has unique technology to help you keep the face

straight through impact.

Explore the Launcher XLExplore the Launcher XL
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  The game of a lifetime

 Full of life, for life
Here are three great reasons your children should learn to play golf.

First, it’s a safe outdoor activity that gets them away from the pressures of an

ever-faster digital life. Second, it’s a skill they learn easily that gives access to

a lifetime of fun and social connections. Third, and most importantly, it's

something they can do with you until you’re old and grey.

 

From 16 years old, junior golfers who started their journey at 6,

move from learning to play, to what development models call

“training to compete”. This is when we fine-tune skills and

start incorporating competitive elements into coaching.

 Get your children into golf



  Get your children into golf
We want your children to fall in love with the game. We want them to have

a lifetime of healthy, outdoors enjoyment for themselves and their families.

If you have a child or grandchild, let’s get them started on the journey of a

lifetime.

Get them startedGet them started

  Thank you to our sponsors

 We would like to say thank you to all of our sponsors at the range.
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 PEGC continues to innovate and lead in a golfing environment that

includes everyone.

Share 
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